Seven food questions were asked on the menu plan itself, which student respondents were required to take: "I go hungry because I have to work after work to have a 7-day meal plan?" These queries appeared as part of a random sample survey of 763 student residents from dorms. The questions were asked about the adequacy of food choices, the quality of food, the variety of food, and the cost of the meal plan.

The results showed that 35% of respondents felt they were not getting enough food for the price they paid, while 23% felt the food was not nutritious enough. Additionally, 22% said they felt the food was not diverse enough. Finally, 18% said they felt the food was too expensive.

The survey was conducted by the University's Office of Student Affairs and was designed to gather feedback on the meal plan in order to improve future offerings.

In other news, several students have been reported missing from the dorms on campus. The University is urging students to be vigilant in their safety and to report any suspicious activity immediately. The local police department has been notified and is investigating the matter.
The Betrayed

In general, the initial judgments offered on the action of the Tower showers have been rather harsh. Scene— including we of the Text, and, apparently, members of the administration—have called for the expulsion and/or prosecution of four of the students said to have been involved in that caper.

At first glance, that attitude seemed reasonable. After all, a good deal of damage was done, and a great deal of inconvenience suffered by the student body as a whole. Still, there are mitigating factors involved, which should be considered, too, before any decision is made to expel or prosecute those students.

First, and most importantly, there is no proof whatsoever that they acted with any intent of doing damage. Indeed, what evidence there would indicate that their intent was quite the opposite—to blow off a little steam in a way which could not result in damage to school property. The very fact that these students chose such a "high-risk" project—turning on all the showers on sixteen floors in three different buildings—would strongly indicate that they did not foresee any serious consequences of their actions.

Showers are generally rather noisy, and one would normally expect that the sound of all of them going, at once, on one floor, would quickly bring students to turn them off.

Actually, the doors of the shower rooms in the Student Union Buildings are rather thick, and apparently they muffled the sounds of the running water. None of the students accused of the prank lived in the S.U.B., however, and hence they would not have expected it.

Furthermore, they would not have realized that the damage system of the Tower—whether because of poor design, poor maintenance, or both—is apparently incapable of dealing a user of love, let alone the "tallest building, north of Boston, in New England."

All this does not, of course, change the fact that $7,000 worth of damage (but not the $50,000 initially reported) was done. It should, however, be considered, in determining penalties—

It should also be remembered that the student was at least partly responsible for the damage done. Our security force, as currently constituted, is far too small to provide adequate protection for a school of this size. Additional guards, while not an absolute deterrent to pranks of this nature, would, at least have increased the possibility of the prank—pranks showers being discovered before damage could be done.

Finally, the effects of the punishment chosen, on the future lives of the students involved, should be given consideration. Prosecution or expulsion would have stopped them with records for life—a cruel and basically unnecessary act of revenge, for what was almost certainly, in interest at least, a harmless prank.

Perhaps disciplinary probation would be appropriate punishment, but anything beyond that would be unnecessarily severe.

TEXT: Editorial Board

NEW ISSUES Confront the Towers

Despite early fears that the damage incurred to the Towers on the evening of Wednesday, Sept. 19 by four of its students would be in excess of $50,000, it now appears that only damage has been sustained. At the Building Authority meeting last Tuesday, architect Ed McDonald stated that after a careful investigation, the assessment of damages was approximately $2850. The towers are being readied for the fall and the $2,000 cost should be out in a few days.

The students involved are currently being investigated but no charges have been laid so far.

It is expected that the damage, although severe, will not result in any major disruptions to the school's operations.

The incident has raised questions about the effectiveness of the school's security measures, and steps are being taken to increase surveillance and enforce stricter policies on campus.

It is imperative that the school takes this issue seriously and ensures that such incidents do not recur in the future. The safety and well-being of students are paramount, and it is the responsibility of the administration to take necessary actions to prevent similar occurrences.

We urge the administration to take immediate action to address this issue and to ensure the safety and security of all students on campus.
New England Viewpoint

We are but two of the many students who are becoming increasingly angered over the vandalism appearing in Bob Bernstein’s “San Diego Viewpoint.” In the September 17th issue of the Text, he openly advocated that those guilty of vandalism or malicious pranks should be accepted just as part of the school. This could be looked upon as an influential factor in the minds of the students who feel that the Towers Bell has been struck two days later. He also feels that a car should be overturned in front of Claxton Hall. I don’t think such violent thoughts should be expressed.

Although California is definitely a nice place, it isn’t the only desirable spot in the world. In fact, we know of many people who have lived in California and decided to move back East saying that it is a better place. It has been very cold in San Diego for over two years, and says that he will be glad to move back to New England in the spring.

We couldn’t care less if California is 800 miles long. What is a state boundary or an imaginary line. One side is the same as the other. Surely, you don’t cross state lines in the East when you go on a long trip, but what difference does that make?

All in all, we feel that New England needs some words in its defense. A. College president: Mr. Baumann is wrong in one aspect of his argument for change. There is one thing a student can do better. Turn. And this is very important in New England; what you don’t have to spend 100 miles long in a straight line. Also, we get something around here called snow, which tends to be hazardous to bicycles, especially campus ones.

It is time to think that all dope enters the United States through San Diego. Just as much enter New York, and it is no less good quality as that in San Diego. If Mr. Baumann can produce some of this super dope of his, maybe we’ll back him.

III. Back country: All we ask is that Mr. Baumann stand at the top of Mr. Korthoff’s hill in Maine and look around. Sure, it’s nothing like the High Sierra, but there’s enough there to keep him busy. There are even places in Maine and Massachusetts where we could manage to lose him. He should take a bike through some New Hampshire and Vermont. Or he should take a canoe trip down the Allagash of the St. John.

IV. People, What was the one state in the nation that didn’t vote for Nixon? And what state is Nixon free from?

One final question. How can Mr. Baumann make such positive sweeping judgement about New England, being a freshman one month after the start of school? It wouldn’t work; I think he must be bipolar to have such a negative outlook, towards another part of the country. After all, it is the same state of full that California is on. We’re sure that if he opens his eyes and takes a less hostile outlook, he will find that New England can be a really fine place with much to offer.

Over Tegler Box 2369

Steve Foster

Flash Speaks

For the week of October 17

Monday, Oct. 1
3:30 Miscellany Memorial Lecture Series in Multipurpose room.
5:00 B.L. Lying of Cook: Where to the Best investments? 3:15 Institute will ever.
The present cost of being a decent additional security area will average salary of $8,000 a year would be much cheaper in the long run than surmounting thousands of dollars in losses. Look at the statistics. Within three days the Institute has been victimized at a material cost in excess of $500,000.00. The University of Pennsylvania has the largest collection of books in the nation with an estimated 25 million volumes, and the University of California has the largest collection of books in the world with an estimated 50 million volumes. But the University of California does not have a gymnasium.

5:00 Cheerleading practice in small gym.

Tuesday, Oct. 2
12:00 All candidates for LTI Squad; Team meet at cars in gym.
1:00、4:00、7:00 Training for LTI Band meets in S331.

Wednesday, Oct. 3
5:00 Nomination sheets for class elections due in Oren King’s office.
9:00 Open hanger concerning Oren King in SUB 301. All students welcome.

7:30、4:00、7:00 A.M. Works of the week—“Hang ‘em High” in Cummack Hall, LTI I.D. required.

Thursday, Oct. 4
6:00 Cheerleading practice in small gym.

8:30 Student Senate Executive Meeting.

8:00 Apache Club meeting, SUB 354. Elections to be held, all members requested.

Photography Club meet in S206. All invited.

Friday, Oct. 5
12:15 Film, lecture, and group communication exercise on sociology in multipurpose room.
1:00 Oren King meeting in SUB 301.

9:00 Scuba Club meets in K21.

9:00 Cheerleading practice in small gym.

7:30 Kappa Club meets in SUB 301 (coins only).

8:00 Chowch and Chowch Concert in the Gym.

9:45 Elections in Mailroom area GET OUT AND VOTE.

Saturday, Oct. 6
2:00 Women’s Tennis Club practice will be on the courts behind the gym.

4:00 Dr. Willard’s applications must be turned in to box no. 924 by now.

Sunday, Oct. 7
12:00 Student Senate meeting.
1:30 Club Football LTI vs. Worcester State College at Worcester.
A WORD FROM ONE OF NIXON'S AMBITIOUS YOUNG VETERANS

Dear Editor,

I am a junior student in the student body, I would like to inform some viewpoint I have attained through my senior year. But I would like you to recall the situation which presented itself on the campus of the University of California, Berkeley, during the last few months.

As a matter of fact, I am considering the possibility of going on strike. The idea of having the California state legislature pass the resolution to guarantee the right to free speech in our universities is a fantastic idea, but it is not as easy to carry out as the students would like. The state legislature is not likely to be swayed by the students' demands, and theuci administration is determined to keep the campus quiet. I believe that the only way to achieve our goals is through direct action and not through legislation.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Oscar Rodriguez

MAJOR PROBLEMS WITH NEW ULTIMATE RETIREMENT...
ELECTIONS
Jay Maider For Senator "77"

To the Class of 1977: Last Friday night when Tech's student body has a chance to go out and vote for representation in the Student Senate. As freshmen, Tech has given us a chance at this now, and we hope that you will want to be a part of these three elections. These are seven senatorial positions to be filled this year. If elected, we hope to be a more active student than the average freshman, and that we will be able to get something done, and see that something is done.

Leroy Leitz, and having been a part of the Student Senate, I have noticed that there is a tremendous gap that can be filled by the freshmen. If elected, we will try to push through those three senatorial returns to alleviate our feelings of insecurity and other problems.

Live in Tech Hall, and having the chance to observe the student body, I have noticed that there is a tremendous gap that can be filled by the freshmen. If elected, we will try to push through those three senatorial returns to alleviate our feelings of insecurity and other problems.

Leroy Leitz, and having the chance to observe the student body, I have noticed that there is a tremendous gap that can be filled by the freshmen. If elected, we will try to push through those three senatorial returns to alleviate our feelings of insecurity and other problems.

Leroy Leitz, and having the chance to observe the student body, I have noticed that there is a tremendous gap that can be filled by the freshmen. If elected, we will try to push through those three senatorial returns to alleviate our feelings of insecurity and other problems.

Leroy Leitz, and having the chance to observe the student body, I have noticed that there is a tremendous gap that can be filled by the freshmen. If elected, we will try to push through those three senatorial returns to alleviate our feelings of insecurity and other problems.
Wheeling Around

Yes, the Sports Cut Club has shifted into second gear! (Those for which would I the cut-off date. But, hey, what’s likely to change!)

We held admissions for club officers last Thursday and Thursday was again expected for presenting, so far. Jim Green and Bill Miller were both ready for the next meeting. Despite this, Jim was so good for last year’s president. Mrs. Edith Baker has also been nominated for president and running against Ed. Baker.

Not surprisingly, Baker will have an edge and will win the last time around. Commit to a name in place. The club will be actively seeking both officers and members. Somehow or other who know how to drive.

For our new junior officers, there’s a cut-off date for our realonly, the ICCA is sponsoring the annual Wheeling. This is a big deal and a weekend at Holiday Inn and both officers and handlers. Come on in on Tuesday the 2nd. Have your tickets now.

Math Club News

The math club held its organizational meeting last Wednesday for which meeting Professor Chopin and Professor Jeanette spoke of some plans for the club activities. Plans for the club were presented by the ICCA and the Student Senate at a recent meeting. Currently both organizations are working on the annual fund-raising event.

To be continued next issue.

San Diego Viewpoint

Debate on San Diego’s future, the city’s future, the world’s future, and why someone is in the city, someone in the world, someone in the universe. All these topics are being discussed today. This is what I call the future. What will the future bring? What will the future be like? Are we at the beginning or at the end of the world? Is there a future or is there no future?

SDCCU is a good topic for a discussion. The debate on the future of the city is a debate on the future of the world. The debate on the future of the world is a debate on the future of the universe.

These are some of the questions that we will try to answer in this discussion.

SDCCU is the San Diego County Council on Urban Affairs. It is a nonprofit organization that was established in 1963. Its purpose is to study and discuss issues related to urban development and to recommend solutions.

The council has been active in promoting policies that address issues such as transportation, housing, and education. It has also worked to ensure that the city’s growth is sustainable and that the interests of all residents are taken into account.

In conclusion, the future of San Diego is uncertain. We cannot predict what will happen in the future, but we can work to ensure that our city is prepared for whatever challenges it may face.

IDC Reports

On Tuesday, September 25, the Interdisciplinary Council held its first meeting of the academic year. I have been asked to write this article to inform you of the student body of a vote and its results, and to present any questions that you may have.

The vote was taken on whether to continue the Interdisciplinary Council. The council was created in 1963 to provide a forum for students from different departments to come together and discuss issues of mutual concern.

The vote was 33 votes for and 22 votes against continuing the council. The council has now been dissolved.

In summary, the Interdisciplinary Council was dissolved due to lack of student interest. We hope that the council will be re-established in the future if there is a need for it.

Why Pay Full Retail?

Snyder Leather Outfitter

For the finest

ELEVATED LEATHER GOODS

As...
Career Counseling & Placement Resume

The stipulation of having eight copies of your personal resume in the office file before being allowed to sign for a final interview will be waived until October 9. Therefore, you must have your resumes in the office before signing up for an interview. The interview will be variable to the company that will be available until the last day of the week.

School counselors are sponsoring the final interview session in the interview of interested seniors in the upcoming program, for the interview of the seniors majoring in regular company settings, and those who have been assigned a specific date and time for their interview. Any stop in the office and choose the time interval.

Listed below are the graduate programs for each program being offered:

- College
- Visiting Date: Schedule Opens
  - Union College
  - Oct. 17
  - New York University
  - Oct. 17
  - Fordham University
  - New York Tech
  - Dec. 7

- Program
- Industrial Administration
- MBA, Professional Accountancy
- MBA, Marketing
- MBA, School of Engineering
- MBA, School of Business, & Engineering
- MBA, Graduate Coop Education

- sulfi
t- University
- Dec. 7

- Graduate School
- Dec. 7

The sign-up for Walter Electric Brake and Clutch Co. is available on Nov. 17 and can be obtained at 3600 E. Union St., New York, Oct. 26. They are interested in signing up for the Graduate Program. The interview will be scheduled with the students majoring in the B.A. Program. Position interviews for all Technical Marketing.

ATTENTION
Concerned Undergraduates,
Graduate, Teaching, Secretarial, Maintenance, and Administrative Type People!
You have been invited to attend the first meeting of the Graduate Action Committee of the Institute Council. A letter has been mailed to all students in the LTI community, to work on or with the Committee during the coming year. The Graduate Action Committee is charged with investigating the issues of discrimination on the basis of race and/or sex here at Tech, and with seeing to it that the provisions of the Institute's Affirmative Action Program are followed.

When an FEO officer is hired by the school - presumably within the next month - the Affirmative Action Committee will also be expected to aid and advise this officer. If you wish to help, and feel that you can make any sense of the list of positions to the chairmen of the committee, then come to room 3-135, Tuesday, October 10th, at noon.

If you wish to help, but can't make it at this time, then contact Steve Barry (Box 157), or the Secretary of the Social Sciences Department before Wednesday, at noon. Thank you.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
The Casual Shop
119 Textile Ave.

men & women casual wear
jeans, tops, slacks
sale in progress
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL TECH STUDENTS

by Laura Strobino
This person is very dear to you - not just dead in your place. The heart of a group of soldiers marching on the beach and suddenly started by the sudden, almost randomly started be surprised. The tourist who saw it, jumped up and said, "It's in this body. This is the place that soldiers can be saved.

But can you imagine a person jumping in front of on coming car - that's not a pet out of the way? That's how, because Jesus Christ did just that for you. You were that fur.

When you stop to think that man is just a speck on the planet earth. But that earth is a tiny island in this huge galaxy, and that there are 100 billion stars in that galaxy. And that (there are) supposing 100 billion galaxies in our universe. That should start the importance of this event

Note: Visit a new addition to Macintosh Personal Schedule.

The sign-up for Walter Electric Brake and Clutch Co. is available on Nov. 17 and can be obtained at 3600 E. Union St., New York, Oct. 26. They are interested in signing up for the Graduate Program. The interview will be scheduled with the students majoring in the B.A. Program. Position interviews for all Technical Marketing.

The text content includes information about the Graduate Action Committee of the Institute Council, a letter has been mailed to all students in the LTI community, to work on or with the Committee during the coming year. The Graduate Action Committee is charged with investigating the issues of discrimination on the basis of race and/or sex here at Tech, and with seeing to it that the provisions of the Institute's Affirmative Action Program are followed. It also mentions the opening of the Casual Shop and the 10% discount available for Tech students.
ECONOMIC EXCURSIONS

With the rapid increase in travel, the problem of selecting the mid-Atlantic travel alternative has become a major concern. Many travelers have found that mid-Atlantic destinations offer a range of activities that are both convenient and enjoyable. In fact, some travelers prefer mid-Atlantic destinations to traditional vacation spots.

1. The pool, which appears to be the most popular, is open to the public at certain hours during the day. You can swim laps, relax in the sun, or take a dip in the cool water. It's a great place to unwind after a long day of sightseeing or shopping.

2. Discounts. Many area restaurants offer discounts to locals. Check with the restaurant before you go to see if they offer any special deals.

3. Special events. Many mid-Atlantic destinations host special events throughout the year. Check local newspapers or the internet for information on events happening during your stay.

4. Local attractions. Take advantage of the many cultural and historical attractions that are available in the mid-Atlantic region. From museums to historic sites, there's something for everyone.

5. Shopping. The mid-Atlantic region is home to many shopping centers and outlet malls. Take a few hours to explore some of the local shops and find great deals on souvenirs.

BON APPETIT

I've had so many delicious meals since I've been at Tech that it's hard to choose just one. But I think the best meal I've had so far was at the hotel restaurant. The food was exquisite, and the service was outstanding.

ATHLETIC SUPPORTER

While most of us have been enjoying the sunshine and the beautiful fall weather, there are some students that dedicate their spare time to the athletic activities associated with L.T.I. The inner drive that they possess stems from pride for their school and the love of competitive sports. But what's involved in giving up your time to be part of a team? How does it all work?

The following athletes represent a small sample of the L.T.I. students who are involved in athletic activities. They have been selected because they have been active in their respective sports and have shown a strong dedication to their teams.

- Walker, Grade 9
- McDonald, Grade 10
- Smith, Grade 11
- Taylor, Grade 12

These are just a few of the L.T.I. athletes who are involved in athletic activities. There are many more students who are equally dedicated to their teams. If you're interested in learning more about the athletic activities at L.T.I., be sure to check out the school's athletic program.
The brothers of TKE wish to extend a friendly greeting to all returning students, and to the freshmen, we say a special hello. Welcome to the weird world of Lowell Tech.

Our pledge week saw three men come forth. They threw their weight and enthusiasm, and while that a lot was accomplished, They are all this way to brotherhood.

Turning to sports, we find this illustrious football team, under the superb guidance of the great "KOZ". He really has the team psyched. Our defense is strong in a "TURKEY" and a "RAT" in the backfield. With a combination like those, how can we but win?

Our first party was a complete success. Plenty of cheers, good times and smoke were enjoyed by all in attendance. Come on over to 79 Mohawk Street anytime. There is always something happening. Just call if you need a ride, or ask any brother (462-8846).

T.K.E. is the largest fraternity in the world. It is an international fraternity consisting of 310 chapters throughout the United States and Canada. Chapters in New England area include: Worcester, Polytech, Southern Mass. University, Suffolk University, Bentley College, Univ. of New Hampshire, Univ. of Maine, Karene State, Northeastern, North Adams State, Western New England College, Plymouth State, American International College, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth.

Pi Lambda Phi

Well we are still standing after a spectacularly awesome party. Those of you who didn't make it really missed out. The brothers are still talking about it.

Poor John was too busy helping to make a snake, but don't worry John, we'll get you in next time. Loren was still too upset about last week's fraternity trial to do any serious wrecking but the role of the martyr, by making Linda happy. We need to know? Billie surprised us by breaking a glass this time and not the usual bowl. Kip celebrated his getting pinned by going out on the street and doing pretty well. The list could go on but for lack of space we'll end it here.

George's Restaurant was the scene of our last Revival meeting last week. Over two hundred drafts were denied, many songs sung and a finale we won a row of locally brewed George's. After that little worried everything still but was a really good show about it. A special thanks should go to Karen who put up with a lot to get our grapes off.

If any of you are getting bored with college nights, why not come to the "House on the Hill"? There is always someonewilling to put down the books for a good time. To all freshmen we offer a warm welcome once the seven week grades have been posted. Come on over and play pool, poker, watch the booth tube, travel with us to George's, or just stay with the where.

Want a good time? Come see what we do for yourselves.

We are at 77 Livingston Ave. Two streets before Pizza by Pizza

The Brotherhood

OMICRON PI

It has been quite an eventful week at Oll. The annual Pledge Party saw the return of many alumni and revealed the many talents of the new members. The show provided many laughs and the band afterward topped the evening off. Ansonia is an outstanding group and is always in good form, primarily due to his musicals. Raymonds like what he saw and is definitely in favor of smoking.

On the intramural side, the football team met its first outing against TKE, 49-6. The squad looks strong and hopes to do well during the rest of the season.

The "Thumper" gets Wednesday proved a first - Paul domesticated a good way to end the game - he Shannoned the rest, instantly halting the proceedings. I also see that Dennis and Alan understand sharing. Even if it wasn't painted, I'm sure he understood. One final cryptic question: How long can you tread water?

Honie Culhane

The Brotherhood of Kappa Sigma

Kappa Sigma

Quite a few people showed up for our party this week. If you didn't make our party there will be many more functions this which we hope you will be present. We'd like to remind you that our house is at 311 W. Mermaid St. Our crest. Drawing was held and the winner was Norm Kemberle of 101 W., Smith Hall.

We are sure that most entering freshmen have many different ideas of what they think a fraternity is and does. We would like to ask all freshmen not to judge the Greek system at Tech by old fraternity stories you have heard, or by mere hearsay. Rather we would like you to enter the rushing season at Tech with an open mind so that you may become aware of the benefits of joining a Fraternity.

All eight Fraternities at Tech are separate and independent. Therefore an opinion of any single fraternity should not be representative of all of them. One should not judge a fraternity until he has met a good portion of its Brothers. Therefore, we urge you during the rushing season to visit as many of the houses as possible, but most important, to seek out Brothers who are open-minded.

The Brotherhood of Kappa Sigma

The Brotherhood of Kappa Sigma

The PLACE TO EAT

Catering to LTI Students & Faculty

CAMPUS RESTAURANT

110 TEXTILE AVE. AVE.
7am-7pm
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinners-Suhrs

Breakfast Special
Childs of Jericho
Biscuits, Hush or Sausage
2 Country Fresh Eggs
Home Fries
Buttered Toast
Coffee or Tea

ALSO VISIT

CAMPUS SUB SHOP

Across from Textile St. bridge A short walk from the domes. The perfect place for a delicious sub or sandwich at noon or midnight

Arthur Faneros, Prop.
Hawks Succumb

The LTI football club opened their season at Western New England College in Springfield last Saturday, September 22. Unfortunately for the Hawks, they did not get rolling until the second half. In the last four minutes they scored 19 points. However, it was too little too late as the Hawks succumbed to a 41-18 beating.

The=score was very respectable 0 to 6 with only five minutes remaining in the first half. Unfortunately, the offense failed to put the ball in the end zone. Then, the Western New England returned a punt to the Hawks' 4-yard line and quickly brought it in with a score. The Hawks were then forced to punt after the next three downs. The Springfield quarterback then discovered a seam and with a 7-yard run brought the pigskin back again to the Hawks' three. Springfield wasted no time in connecting for six more. This offensive display left the lowly Hawks at 2 vs. 21.

The Hawks didn't wake up until then. They were in football game until the second half. Using a rather unaccustomed 5-6-2 defense for the first two quarters against an unpredictable Springfield offense, the club gridders switched to a more successful 6-5, with a much better pass rush, for the duration. For the most part the Hawks played an Oklahoma defense - the running game was effective. The gridders made three more than their share of mental mistakes and had four game errors, but this is a new system even for the fourth-year varsity under first year coach Dan Stevens.

The very fact that the Hawks could muster any points at all in this last quarter shows a big improvement over past years. This year the Hawks are in thrice second year and ready to play - maybe next year the club will put together for four quarters instead of two and will be able to back in the glory of victory. It has been a long time since the St. Michael's game last year.

X-Country Team Wins, Losses

Lowell Tech's cross-country team started its season off to a head start by beating out St. Anselm's College last Saturday, the 25th, by a score of 15-30, led by Captain John Roberts. Tech put the first eight runners across the finish line before St. A's could get one across. Not far behind was Paul Bishop, a junior who had an excellent time of 26 minutes, 30 seconds on the 4.8-mile course. Canisius College's course - only nine runners behind the leader. Following Phillip to finish the scoring were sophomores Brad Hurst, seniors Ray Pitz and Bob Roberts, freshmen Tim Glick, and junior John Payk.

Saturday's meet was an easy win for the Red Hawks. A more appropriate team would have a good chance on Thursday against Plymouth State. However, things didn't work out as expected. Tech knew its work was cut out for them before the meet, but having a much stronger team this year was a plus.

Squashers Hark

Lo and behold, another season of winter sports will soon be upon us. And what winter sport do you choose to watch about? Why the lovely graceful game of squash, of course. Look and listen as the club's tournament. Tech has a top-flight squash team for the past 5 years. You too can now become a member of this top notch organization. All you have to do is sign up for this Tuesday (10/7) at noon at the courts. Coach prepared for a workout and a scrimmage with some of the veterans of the returning squad this year are juniors Dan Prenitz, Bill Penney, and Dick Hurley. Also preparing to play are seniors George Cudd and Toshmohr George Carpenter. With these five men at a core, the team should be able to build itself into a first class squash unit. All people with any skills and talent towards the game of squash should turn out at practice tomorrow.

Squash Away

Boon! Boom! LTI Soccer on the Move

Lowell Tech, 1-1 in pre-season, officially opened their season last Thursday with a 2-0 shutout over Merrimack College. In the pre-season contests, LTI bested Salem State while losing to Tufts, a perennial giant. The only down to the true rails of the Terriers this season will be Coach Nathan Hay. A doctoral candidate at the College of the Holy Cross, Hay will miss the first few games and provide coaching for the first-year player, in his native Egypt. His appointment as coach leads true students in the community to a team that has always had a number of outstanding foreign students. Its win over Salem last Wednesday, Tech opened the game with a few goals (four that included three new helpers. Joining returning Karl Maki were Blake Brsnan, Andra, and Charles Meston. Bursman, a transfer from St. Anselm's College, left the squad with the red flag, while the very talented Seancy from St. Joe's had the ball. Bill George saw a lot of action in this game which is won with scoring goals.

Coach Hay's 4-2-4 offensive puts a lot of pressure on the defense of the opposition. The backfield Wednesday were veterans Mike Orlando and Dolly Raines. Returnee Bruce Epperly and Angela Haddad should see a lot of action at the halfbacks.

The back four also presents some new faces to two, Kim Underwood and John Pasek. Winning starting backs, Mark Neary, Paul Trinelli and Captain Bob Deegan are the other team's backbone.

"Battle of the Sexes" at Lowell Tech

In accordance with the present fad, the fourth floor of Smith Hall fielded a physical-mental volleyball match. As a gesture of good faith, previous to the play woman's sides were tossed beneath the net to the girls. Clearly the guys dominated, and they swept to an easy victory 15-0, 15-2, 15-0.

Understanding the inferiority of the gals at least, the 4th floor of Smith has been challenged to a similar event on the other floor, not only to Smith Hall's but to the entire female resident population at LTI. The match will take place in front of Eaton on Tuesday, Oct. 2 at 6:00pm.

This will surely be the test of superiority.

4th Floor Smith

James Rothfield

Gymnastics Outlook

This will be the first in a series concerning the gymnastics team. The captain for this year's team is Richard "Dick" Morell, and John Farley. This year's returning heroes is Jim Resnick. Also for another season in this year's team are Mike Meyers and his engineer Richard Aronson. This year we have some new faces, one who high from Framingham, Rich Ruslick. We'll compete in all the competition with last year's and our Paul Neal. Also new to the team this year is Dave Tomalin, from Nashville. We will add considerable depth to the team this year. The regulars are Steve Ricciardi, an excellent floor ex. man, Mike Ruslick, a floor starter on the junior college level, Paul Neal, a much improved gymnast, Fred Krause, also a gymnast, and Tom Conley, a high-birth specialist. Also aiding the outlook is Ron Whiddon, a boldfaced man, but this year his condition has been slightly worse. However, the backboard of the team will be headed by John Farley, a standout in the New England last year. Dick Morell is currently the rival rings record holder, and Jim Resnick is returning from an injury suffered in the opening match last season. Bringing up the rear usual in Stan the Man McGowan. Stan is chief engineer, and Joe. This year will be plenty of meets this year and I hope you will come out and watch us.
What's Happening in Intramurals

by Chris Moyer

The third annual springball of the Council was held last week and it produced several changes in rules concerning eligibility, as well as changes in the divisions or leagues of the fields.

It was decided that dorm students may play on an independent team, but as it is with all sports, the council, with that team for the entire year. This is to help teams from picking up superior players for each sport. Also, graduate students who receive a varsity letter in a sport will be allowed to play in that sport. Students who are on probation will be allowed to play intramurals sports. In the past, this rule was never rigorously enforced. It was also decided that a player has to be added to a team, up until the first game for the team. All teams should think about making a roster collector to cover the entire roster. More on this in the future.

It was decided that the football fields will be made up of four yard yardsticks and two yard yardsticks in length, and will be thirty-five feet in width. If a team forfeits twice in a given sport, then that team will be run from the entire list and no records of their teams will be recorded from the standings. If a team forfeits or mentioned in more than one sport than that team shall be barred from further competition. This is a set of the Day.
Meet Mr. Charles Whitford: LTI’s “Counseling Service” by Gisa Teriis, student Gables

Institutional Analysis Session (IA)
This was developed by the IA Committee, in the context of “Transnational Analysis” and “Games People Play.” IA is a conceptual framework of therapy. It is based on the theory that you are responsible for your actions and that you have the power to change what you see is creating change. Overall, the IA group is fun, but it can sometimes be painful.

T.A. takes psychological words away from the witch doctor and replaces them by a common language. It teaches a language that we can all use together.

Each person in the T.A. group is an individual, but finds himself or herself in a group setting. An average class consists of about ten people. Each individual concentrates on aspects of himself that he would like to see changed. This change is accomplished with the help of the group and the other members of the group.

T.A. is designed on a contract system, which draws up a contract (something with the student must be changed) and talks it over with the teacher. When both are happy and satisfied with the contract, the individual receives the T.A. tickets and works on them. Anyone is allowed to join the T.A. group at any time, but the requirement is that

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
(Continued from Page 7)

FAMILY PLAN - Standard, Spouse and All Children (ages 15 days to 95+ Birthday)

PART I - ACCIDENT - extended to 12 months for student, PART II - ACCIDENT - 12 months - spouse and all children, PART III - SICKNESS and PART IV - MAJOR MEDICAL/ HOSPITAL - student, spouse and all children.

ELECTIONS From Page 5

Vote: Mike Asselin
for Sr. Senator

To Whom It May Concern:
Mr. Mike Asselin and all of you already know, I’m running for the office of Student Senator on Oct. 1. When I returned to school this fall, I was surprised with the new nature of the Student Union Building. It was quite a pleasant surprise to control the spotty presence of the student that improved my mood. I am the efficient head of the Student Senate. Among the new ideas that have been introduced are the new friendliness and respect with which I am treated by the students and a need for a more active political life. I hope that I will be able to fill the role that I have set out to fulfill.

Mike T.